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THE 1ST FLYING SCHOOL ON DAYTONA BEACH, 1917
CURTISS JENNIES BECAME THE FLYING HOT
RODS OF THE EARLY 20TH CENTURY
(Excerpts from Dick & Yvonne Punnett’s fine book, “Thrill Chills & Spills)

Up until the end of 1916 aviation was in its pioneer era. The
declaration of war by the U.S. against Germany on April 3, 1917, signaled the beginning of another era. Airplanes had found their first
practical value—as weapons of war! Young men were anxious to
become pilots in the war effort, and a need for training facilities
quickly developed. Both Phillips Ward Page and Ruth Law had given
flying lessons on the beach to a few students, but no organized flying
school came to Daytona Beach until America entered the war. The
sequence of events leading to such a school began in Princeton, New
Jersey.
A group of students at Princeton University decided to be trained as
pilots in a single unit, and to this end the Princeton Flying School was
begun on April 5, 1917. The first class graduated in August. Shortly
thereafter this school was taken over by the West Virginia Flying
Corps of Wheeling, which later became the West Virginia Aircraft
Company.
This new company expanded the school to include civilians other
than Princeton men. The beginning of winter was exceptionally cold
in the north, making training difficult so the company decided to shift
the school to Florida for the winter months, They sent their chief
instructor, Frank Stanton, and one mechanic, William Lindley, also a
pilot, to scout for a suitable site.
After stopovers at Jacksonville and St. Augustine, they landed at
Daytona on Dec. 31, 1917, and immediately chose the long wide beach
as an ideal flight training location. An old Ruth Law hangar still stood
just north of the Nautilus Casino and was available for the two Curtiss
JN-4’s used by the school.
Frank Stanton was already a veteran of WW I when he arrived on
Daytona Beach. An Australian by birth, he served in an Australian
unit attached to the British army and saw service in Africa and the
invasion of the Dardanelles. From the Dardanelles he was invalided
home. Eventually discharged, he emigrated in 1916 to the U.S. for the
purpose of taking up flying. After he received his flight training, he
served as an instructor at a flying school in Buffalo, N.Y.,, before joining the Princeton Flying School as an instructor.
In those days and before WW I, pilot licenses were issued by a
civilian aviation organization known as the Aero Club of America, and
not by the government. It wasn’t until after WW I that the government
took over the issuance of pilot’s licenses, at which time the numbering
system began all over again. Those pilots holding Aero Club of America licenses had to reapply for the new government licenses.
When Frank Stanton instructed flying on the beach in 1918, he was
qualified to certify pilots for the Aero Club of America pilot’s license
and also for the Aero Club of America Expert aviation’s license.

*

December 1, 1921, Daytona Beach, FL., Stuntman “Bugs” McGowan executes
one of the most popular flying stunts, the transfer of a man from a racing car
to an airplane.
**************************************************************

LATE BREAKING NEWS
The annual dusting down of the 1914 flying replica Benoist
airboat wil occur on July 14th at 10:20 am at the St. Petersburg
Museum of History on the Pier in St. Petersburg. All members
are invited to participate.
The annual Summer Camp sponsored by the Albert
Whitted Airport Preservation Society will be held the week of
July 9-13 & July 30-August 3rd. Co-Pilots ages 7-9, Pilots
ages 10-12. Space is limited. Camp Fee is $300 and includes
daily snacks, a T-shirt uniform, field trip and an airplane flight.
Young aviators will explore the history of aviation, types of
aircrafts, occupations and careers in aviation, guest speakers,
field trips and then they will hop into a genuine aircraft & FLY.
For more information: Email: flystpete@gmail.com or phone
727 822 1532.
Sebring, Florida’s big sport aviation expo announced a
January 23-26, 2019 date for their 15th celebration of aviation.
Here you can try, buy, fly, everything in sport aviation.
Capt. “Sully” Sullenberger, pilot of the Miracle on the
Hudson”airliner that landed in New York’s Hudson River, will
receive the 2018 Tony Jannuks Award Dec. 13, 2018 at the
Tamp Hilton Downtown. If you wish to attend contact
www.tonyjannus.com.
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This was William Lindley’s first appearance on the beach. He fell in love
with Daytona and stayed all during the twenties becoming the most popular
and well known pilot operating from the beach. Shortly after the group
picture was taken he was appointed Stanton’s assistant flight instructor.
The balding, mustached “Count” De Boliac is an enigmatic figure, reputed to have flown for France earlier in the war. Whether he was a real count
or not is not known.
The pilots of the flying school supplemented their income by offering
rides to passengers all during the 1918 winter season. With no competition,
business was brisk.
We are blasé about flying today, but in those earlier times there was an
aura of romance and excitement about it. An airplane was like a magnet,
and the pilot seemed possessed of some arcane skill. It was common for the
local Daytona papers to carry accounts of people’s reactions after taking a
passenger flight off the beach, and the gossip columns would often mention
the names of people who took rides.
The endless stretch of beach must have instantly appealed to someone
like Frank Stanton. When it came time to entrust one of his precious
Jennies to a soloing student, he could simply instruct the student to fly up
the beach for ten miles and then fly back the same way—never leaving the
airport! And when the student landed Stanton would never have to worry
that the student would undershoot or overshoot the runway!
It would be fine to say that the school finished its first season without
incident, but it was not to be. On April 1, 1918, Bill Lindley took off from
the beach with a student, Keith Henry, but the aircraft lost power, nosed
down, and crashed on Butler Boulevard at the corner of Grandview Ave.
Fortunately Henry only suffered a few scratches and Lindley was confined
to a hospital for a brief period with an injured back. News of the crash
spread like wild fire, and a huge crowd collected from miles around. Inevitably, parts of the airplane became souvenirs, but it didn’t matter because
the airplane was a total loss. A much greater blow to the school occurred
two days later on April 3 when the government closed all civilian-run flying
schools for the duration of the war. Flying on the beach came to an abrupt
halt—but not for long. The real aerial invasion was about to being.
THE CARLSTROM FIELD INVASION
Hold onto your hats...here come the Keystone Kops of the airways—the
Carlstorm Field Army pilots! That may sound like blasphemy, but old Daytona newspapers bear us out. But first, the background.
During the U.S. involvement in WW I , the Army established Carlstrom
Field, just outside of Arcadia, Florida, as one of its main pilot training facilities. The field was about 150 miles SW of Daytona and from 1918 to 1924
(when the field was closed), a constant stream of Carlstrom aircraft landed
on Daytona Beach.
The beach was a major route for cross-country flight training, and thus
was a tempting stopover for glamorous Army pilots. The beach was also a
major weekend destination, with Army pilots putting up at beachside hotels
and joining in the local revelries.
For example, on Saturday, Feb. 15, 1919, a flight of 8 Curtiss training
planes from Carlstrom landed on the beach. They had flown over for the
sole purpose of watching race car driver Ralph De Palma try for a speed
record. Naturally, once arrived, they stayed for the weekend.
From today’s viewpoint the use of government airplanes and fuel for
private pleasure would be a scandal, but the local papers of the day reported
it routinely, and it never seemed to be curbed. Even so, the real cost to the
taxpayer was the unending series of mishaps that the Army pilots experi-

Obviously it was brisk weather when the personnel of the 1st Flying
School on Daytona Beach gathered to have their picture taken in
January 1918. Left to right, Edward “Ted” Parr, student, Louis Senghas, student, William “Bill” Lindley, pilot-mechanic, Frank Stanton,
chief instructor, Eugene “Count” De Boliac, pilot, Frank Boyd,
student, Patrick Curtiss student.

enced while landing and taking off from the beach. It was an uninterrupted chorus of busted props, bent landing gears
and buckled wings.
For example..one day a flying circus of 5 planes stopped at
Daytona Beach on their way from Carlstrom to Jacksonville where
they were scheduled to perform stunt flying. They landed at Daytona Beach on the afternoon of June 24, 1919.
When they were ready to leave, the high tide at that hour afforded only a small strip of hard sand on which to run. Undeterred, Curtiss bomber #44790 started north up the beach and rapidly gained speed. Unfortunately, the pilot must have lost his concentration, because he drifted to the left. The right wheel continued to run on the hard sand, but the left wheel dug into the soft
sand of the upper beach. This threw the aircraft left, to the west,
and before the pilot could stop it the plane pranced up the face of
the first sand dune.
W., C. Green stood on this very same dune and saw the plane
headed his way. Either because of quick reflexes or a weakness of
knees, Green keeled over backward and slid down the back of the
dune just as the huge churning prop pulled the plane over the crest
at the identical spot where he had stood a moment before. He
arose unscathed and looked back to see the plane perched on its
nose with its tail almost perpendicular in the air.
Fortunately, the pilot, Lt. E. W. Maukselmarin and mechanic
David Davis were unhurt, and spectator W. C. Green had a lifetime memory to recount to his grandchildren. The frequency of
crashes, especially as related to the Jenny, could often be traced to
its Curtiss OX-5 engine. In its original version the engine was
designed for a life expectancy of only 50 hours. So, all during the
1920’s there were plenty of instances where OX-5’s used on the
beach would experience power loss at awkward moments.
In spite of all the mishaps, Carlstrom fliers still kept coming to
the beach. During 1919, a local paper reported almost daily arrivals of the Carlstrom pilots as they stopped enroute to Jacksonville
on cross-country flights.
(More beach flying next issue….)
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FLYING IN THE “GOOD OLD DAYS!”
Prior to 1926, an American engaged in flying either for a livelihood or
for pleasure could go about his business and scarcely notice the existence
of Federal, state, or local authority. A few minor exceptions aside, his
access to the air was totally unencumbered. He needed no pilot’s license,
nor a license to carry passengers or goods in commerce. The school or
individual that taught him to fly was also unlicensed. The aircraft he flew
possessed no airworthiness certificate. If he chose, he could build his
own machine in his own backyard and fly it—if it would fly—without
conforming to any mandatory set of engineering standards. “Any wouldbe birdman can throw together a flying machine and soar skyward with
passengers who are oblivious to the first aerial law laid down by Sir Isaac
Newton,” complained a newspaper editor. Once in the air, this birdman
was not required to abide by any rules of flight. There were none. Thus,
he could take off and land whenever and wherever he chose and without
following any prescribed procedures. He could dive, spin, buzz, or do a
figure 8—perform any outrageous stunt—and answer to no one for his
actions.
If government did not regulate activity in the air, it also did nothing to
encourage it. Indeed, this very absence of regulation was a deterrent to
civil aviation growth. Other transportation modes benefited not only from
Federal safety regulations, but also from generous Federal subsidies.
Civil aviation received nothing, whether direct or indirect in character.
Though municipalities were slow to establish airports, Federal officials
did nothing to encourage the development of these facilities. With one
notable exception, the Federal Government established no civil airways,
maintained no civil air navigation aids, and made no provision for emergency landing fields.
Some men, no doubt reflecting the prevailing climate against governmental interference in business affairs, were satisfied to keep things as
they were. “What we want is progress—not red tape” asserted a flier
from Cincinnati. “I think regulation will put the average commercial
aviator out of business,” declared a small fixed-base operator from Freeport, Ill. An aviator form Philadelphia expressed a similar concern, ”As
sure as the sun rises and sets, strict government regulations will retard
commercial aviation ten to fifteen years, if not kill it entirely.” At such
times as the Federal Government appeared ready to embark on air regulation, it was met by the usual barrage of criticism. “It seems to have all
this hullabaloo and endeavor to set the massive and ponderous machinery
of the law on a measly 120 (commercial) airplanes.”
America ran on wheels. In 1925, every man, woman and child in the
U.S.—115 million strong—could be moved simultaneously by a combination of rail and motor vehicles. Later in the decade, automobiles would
be capable of performing this feat alone. This generation did not see the
airplane as we see it today...for the most part, people thought of flying as
somewhere between a sport and a sideshow.
The First World War was a watershed in aviation's history. It had
taught thousands of young Americans to fly and given many thousands
more their initial firsthand experience with the airplane.
The war over, the military services discharged many an airman who
liked and still wanted to fly. As matters stood, it was relatively simple
for these men to satisfy their urge. Peace had left both the Army and
Navy with a vast stock of surplus aircraft and engines. The Government
put this stock on the market at bargain-basement prices. A Jenny (JN-4
trainer) complete with engine could be purchased for as little as $300.
Flooding the market with surplus machines had a devastating effect on
the aircraft manufacturing industry, and indeed. retarded the development
of new aircraft and engines. But it put airplanes in the air—airplanes that
were poorly fitted for commercial operations. The owner of a surplus
Jenny or a de Havilland DH-4 wishing to earn a living with his craft could
do little more than peddle the thrill of an airplane ride to the curious, just
as an amusement park operator peddled rides on a roller-coaster.
It was a rough existence, reserved exclusively for hardy, carefree
souls. A gypsy flier had to be a pilot, mechanic, barker and business manager all wrapped in one. Because of the need to be constantly on the
move, his life was fraught with physical hardship and danger.

Charles A. Lindbergh
was
TIME magazine’s first
“Man of the Year” in
1928
Hollywood directors were quick
to realize that the motion picture was an exceptionally good
medium for capturing the excitement of flight and they began grinding out films in which
airplanes were prominently
featured. A motion picture
about flying, “Wings,” won the
first Oscar ever presented by the
Motion Picture Academy for
“best picture of the year.”
Aerial photography also
assumed the characteristics of
an organized business in the 1920’s. In 1920, the entire City of New York
was photographed in 60 minutes.
Crop dusting was not far behind followed by transportation of light
cargo and contraband in the form of bootleg whiskey.
In 1919, Hubbard Air Transport was awarded a contract to fly mail
between Seattle and Victoria, British Columbia...advertising in the form of
sky-writing arrived from England in 1925 and eventually an increasing
number of people were coming to the conclusion in the early 1920’s that
aviation could not develop into a viable transportation mode without Federal safety regulation. These were not concerned citizens seeking safety
for safety’s sake. These were people within the aviation community who
in one way or another, depended at least in part on aviation for a livelihood.
“It is interesting to note, “ Herbert Hoover wrote in 1921 to Congressman Fred Hicks, “that this is the only industry that favors having itself
regulated by Government.”
The demand for aviation regulation was not a popular, grassroots movement as was, say, women’s suffrage or Prohibition. Congress, in other
words, had no popular mandate to act. When it did act it responded to the
pleas of a special interest group, which believed, with some justification,
that its industry was in chaos and dying and could only be rescued by Federal intervention. In 1926 Congress acted and the following year, 1927,
Charles A. Lindbergh shocked the world into reality with his solo transAtlantic flight—the alarm clock had gone off! The airplane was for real
and the industry needed help.

The beach had much to offer in the early twenties. You could swim;
you could drive; you could fish; you could ride horseback; you could
fly—all on the same real estate. Or you could just gather around and
talk while you made up your mind. Bill Lindley is on th right of the
group of men standing in front of the wing.
***************************************************************
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The FAHS encourages you t use this column to advertise.
There is no charge to Society members
AMELIA EARHART, The Truth at Last, 2nd Edition, by FAHS’ Mike Campbell. The long held secrets exposed. A must read. 370 pages filled with top-secret
information. Contact www.sunburypress.com, or amagon.com, price, $19.95.
AVON PARK Air Force veterans...Kathy Couturier is writing a book on the
history of the Avon Park AF Range in Florida, and she would like to interview you.
Her phone: 863 452 4288, email: kathy.couturier.ctr@us.af.mil
Several original, limited prints by famed artists (Taylor, Trudigan, etc.) Me109, The
Battle of Britain, framed, signed, $300, negotiable. Paul Leaser, 1829 Foxboro Ct.,
Oldsmar, FL. 34670, phone: 727 781 6569.
“Letters From the Cockpit,” by FAHS’ Neil Cosentino. 110 pages of sheer
delight (?) from Vietnam to the Bahamas, interesting tidbits of a man who’s experienced the life you wished you had spent. Contact Neil for details, 813 784 4669.
“ON GOD’S WINGS,” A daughter’s inspirational story of her Dad and his miracle,
by Teri Louden, $24.95, call 619 894 8374.
Bill Dyer Jr., would like to purchase Book 3 of “CLOUD COUNTRY by Jimmie Mattern. It was written about 1936. Bill Dyer, Jr., 1607 Cambridge Dr., Kinston,
NC 28504.
FROM CROP DUSTER TO AIRLINE CAPTAIN, The biography of FAHS’ and
the Florida Aviation Hall of Fame’s Capt. LeRoy Brown assisted by FAHS member
Dr. Leo F. Murphy. Hard cover, 218 pages, ISBN 10-1-60452-076-0, price $34.
Order on line at www.bluewaterpress.com/captain.com or autographed by Capt.
Brown at P.O. Box 144, Zellwood FL., 32798.
LAND OF THE MORNING CALM...A story of a war that could have been
but wasn’t. All about a cable set in motion by the firing of Douglas MacArthur that
attempts to reignite a conflict in Korea 20 years later. The plot is foiled by an unlikely
love affair. $13.95, email varnerjr@verizon.net
NEW BOOK “The Making of St. Petersburg, Florida,” by Will Michaels.
Includes Chapters on the First Airline, Babe Ruth in St. Pete, The Pier, and many
more. For a signed copy contact wmichaels2@tampabay.rr.com $25 (includes post)).
THE TRUE STORY OF CATCH 22, by Patricia Meder, daughter of the final
commander of the 340th Bomb Group, fictional setting of Joseph Heller’s book, Catch
22. Any resemblance to persons living or dead in Meder’s book is in fact actual. . 240
pages, available from Amazon.
“375 YEARS OF THE AMERICAN CITIZEN SOLDIER“....published by FAHS’
Britt Borchiardy. The story of America’s militia, the “National Guard.“ 178 pages.
Contact Smyrna Media Group, P.O. Box 1061, Clearwater, FL. 33757, This is a must
for history buffs— book available FREE on the internet by downloading: http://
www.SmyrnaMediaGroup.com/#links
FORT WAYNE AVIATION, Baer Field & Beyond,” by FAHS’ Roger Myers,
130 photos. Price $24 includes P & H. Phone: 260 747 4775; E-mail ROGERFORTWAYNE@2AOL.COM. Roger is a former WW II bombardier.
“BEFORE THEY WERE THE BLACK SHEEP” By Carl Dunbar,
Univ. Press of Florida, ISBN 978-0-8130-3725-7, 305 pgs., hardback, $32., “”A must
read for young Navy officers as they enter aviation training.”
“TONY, AN EXTRAORDINARY LIFE,” By FAHS member Patrick Lemmon.
The story of Tony Jannus as it should have happened. The book uses historical data
and puts them into a story-book form. Should be able to pick up at Amazon.com:
ISBN 978 0 9814956 0 6, or by writing “Fiction Publishing, 5626 Travelers Way, Ft.
Pierce, FL. 34982 or email: fiction ub@bellsouth.net.
“COME UP AND GET ME,” FAHS’ own Col. Joe Kittinger’s new book, available from Amazon.com for about $25. For details: hisfits@earthlink.net.
ANGEL ON MY WING by FAHS’s Lt.Col. Richard B. Lewis—memoirs of
missions during 8th AF, 493rd BG,. 862nd BS during WWII (35 missions). Newly re
-published—6 x 9, 122 pages, color, personally signed, $14.95 + shipping. Email:
aomwing@aol.com, www.angelonmywing.com, check to 9211 Spyglass Court, Jacksonville, FL. 32256, Also Ebay.
JACKIE COCHRAN, soft cover now available, $24.95 by Doris Rich. 288 pages, ISBN 978-0-8130-3506-2. Jackie is a member of the Florida. Aviation Hall of
Fame. Orders 800 226 3822 or www.UPF.com
“Hagler Field, A History of Pensacola’s Airport,” A new book by FAHS’ Leo F.
Murphy. Full color soft book chronicles the history of military & civilian landplane
operations in Pensacola.. Available at $29.95 (no shipping charge to FAHS members)
or by writing Leo at P. O. Box 7176, Daytona Beach, FL. 32116; email: leomurphy18@gmail.com or phone 850 341 6400..
HEDGEHOPPING AVIATION, A Book For Pilots By a Pilot...by FAHS’
Clyde E. Roach, ISBN: 978-1-4389-6137-8, also “Confessions of an Airline Pilot”
37 years with Eastern Airlines….contact: ceroach1921@gmail.com
“THE GOLDEN AGE OF FLYING”, Frontier Air Lines 1946-1986, by Capt.
Tex Searle. E-mail: texsearle@msn.com, available at Barnes & Noble and Amazon.
and former PAA Captain David McLay, P.O. Box 7170 Safety Harbor, FL., 34695..
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EXTRAORDINARY PLANES, EXTRAORDINARY PIOTS...softbound,
128 pages depicting unique flight test aircraft and flight test techniques. Descriptions & photos of the aircraft and tests and some of the test pilots. Fundraiser
for the charitable arm of the Society of Experimental Test Pilots. Order by
phone: 301 769-4881, email skyrydrs2@earthlink.net. Price not given.
‘BORN TO FLY”... by Capt. Pete Vandersluis. Soft cover 314 pgs. With over
50 photos. Book covers pilot from a high school drop-out to 757 Eastern Captain
who worked 6 airlines and was involved in 4 hijackings. Includes experience as
an air show pilot and tells about the misleading actions of the unions representing
employees. Send $25 to Captain Pete Vandersluis, 1791 Earhart Court, Daytona
Beach, FL 32128, email: www.authorstobelievein.com
MILITARY MEMORIES 1949-1969, by FAHS’ Bob Widner. Photo
story of duty at Lackland, Scott, Stoneman, Clark, Johnson, Wallace Air Station,
Craig and MacDill AFB. $11.95, soft cover. Contact: bwidner1@tampabay.rr.com
FIRST FLIGHT SOCIETY in Kitty Hawk, NC is looking for new members. You will receive 4 newsletters covering society events plus other interesting articles. Send check $35 to FFS, PO Box 1903, Kitty Hawk, NC 27949.
“SEA DART,” by FAHS member B.J. Long, the story of the experimental
supersonic seaplane interceptor. 73 pages soft cover. ISBN 0-942612-23-X.
Details: Steve Ginter, 1754 Warfield Cir., Simi Valley, CA 93063.
‘MY LIFE IN THE SKY,” by FAHS’ Capt. Ed. Mitchell. His story
of flying in the first B-29 raid over Japan since the Doolittle raid, through his
experiences flying for Seaboard World Airlines. To order, send check for $18.00
(postage included) to Ed Mitchell, 742 Arbordale Court, Englewood, FL., 34223.
“FLORIDA’S AVIATION HISTORY,” 2nd edition. 350 pages, includes databank chronology, by FAHS News Editor, Warren Brown. $15,
to P.O. Box 127, Indian Rocks, FL., 33785.
“IT’S BEST TO BE LUCKY,” the combat experiences of FAHS member Curtis C. Truver in Korea flying F-80s and F-86s and in Vietnam flying the
F4Cs. Send $10.50 to the author at 4152 Prima Vista Circle, Jacksonville, Fl.,
32217.
“GEORGE PREDDY, TOP MUSTANG ACE,” is sold out in both hard &
soft cover editions. However, it has been placed on Kindle and Nook. Also
placed there is the first book on Preddy: Wings God Gave My Soul. They are
priced at $4.99 each. The DVD Preddy The Mustang Ace is still available at
$19.95. Call Joe Noah, 434 374 2781 or write Joe at noahjoew@gmail.com.
FORD In The Service of America, ISBN 978-0-7864-4485-4, soft cover,
70 photos. $40, including postage & taxes. Relates the entire story of Ford’s
contribution to winning both WW I and WW II. Tim O’Callaghan, P.O. Box
512, Northville, MI 48167. Web page: www.fordatwar.com
THE BLIMP GOES TO WAR,” 90 minute VHS video documentary produced by FAHS member, Richard G. Van Treuren. $35, to Atlantis Productions,
P.O. Box 700, Edgewater, FL. 32132.
“AMERICAN AIRSHIP BASES AND FACILITIES,” a book by
James R. Shock. Write: Atlantis Productions, P.O. Box 700, Edgewater, FL.
32132, $35.
PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAYS relics, insignias, timetables,
posters, flight manuals, postcards, labels, photos. Trades available. Contact
FAHS member and former PAA Captain David McLay, P.O. Box 170 Safety
Harbor, FL., 34695..
HISTORIC FLIGHTS...quality photos of Space Shuttle launches and landings and close-up static pad photos by FAHS’ “Man at the Cape,” John Salisbury.
Write John at 461 Vihlen Rd., Sanford, FL., 32771 or phone 407 322 1085.
“ THE B-26 MARAUDER HISTORICAL SOCIETY, To insure This
Aircraft’s Rightful Recognition . $45/Yr. or $80/2Yrs...Send to MHS HDQTRS
3900 E. Timrod St., Tucson, AZ 85711-4170. E-Mail Admin@b-26MHS.org
VALIENT AIR COMMAND. Preserving history for the future . Membership available, donations welcome. Warbird Museum open, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
daily. Contact Lloyd Morris, 407 268 1941 or write 6600 Tico Rd., Titusville,
FL., 32780.
THE FLORIDA AIR MUSEUM AT SUN’N FUN is looking for members
and volunteers to help maintain Florida’s official “Air Museum.” To become a
member, send $35 to P.O. Box 7670, Lakeland, FL. 33807-7670; phone 863 648
9264. The Museum is located on Lakeland’s Airport. This is the cousinorganization of the FAHS, since we both have a joint-relationship with the Florida Aviation Hall of Fame and Florida aviation archives, both located in the Museum.
“AVIATION IN FLORIDA,” by FAHS member Keven M. McCarthy.
174 pages, hardback, $18.95 plus postage. ISBN 1-56164-281-9. Write Pineapple Press, P.O. Box 3889, Sarasota, FL., 34230.
“FLYING MACHINES OVER PENSACOLA,” by FAHS’ retired USN
CDR, Dr. Details the early history of Naval Aviation in Pensacola to 1929.
ISBN 0-9743487-0-8. Price $19.95 + free shipping.. Priority mail, $4. Write,
P.O. Box 7176, Daytona Beach, FL. 32116; Phone: 850 341 6400; email: leomurphy18@gmail.com
Like WW I flying? Try FAHS Editor’s ChildYank Over the Rainbow, 1918,
the true story of American pilot Col. Joe Boudwin, 5 victories, flying over the US
42nd Rainbow Division in 1918. Price: $15, postage included, P.O. Box 127,
Indian Rocks Beach, FL., 33785.

SUPERSONIC FLIGHT PREPARES FOR
TAKEOFF (AGAIN).

The first commercial supersonic era, from 1969 to 2003, had some
well-documented issues. There was the tragic crash of Air France
Flight 4590, a Concorde jet that went down in flames just after takeoff
in July 2000. There was the window-rattling sonic boom produced by
successful flights, which precluded airlines from scheduling overland
routes. And there was the cost of fueling four gas-guzzling turbojet
engines, which required 6,770 gallons of fuel an hour to reach and
maintain a cruising seed of Mach2—just under 1,500 mph. The new
breed of supersonic aircraft brings a reduction in both noise and environmental pollution. Aviation startups are developing planes with two
engines (compared with the Concorde's four) and lower cruising speeds
of Mach 1.1 to Mach 1.6, , along with thinner noses, this will minimize
sonic boom and possibly allow for overland flights. Here’s a look at
the three leading startups on the runway, scheduled for encore about
2023.
The Nouveau Concorde, BOOM XB-1, Top speed 2.2 , Capacity
55 passengers; Delivery 2023. Virgin Group founder Richard
Branson will receive the first 10 “Boomsupersonic” aircraft. Branson isn’t the only one betting on this Denver-based startup. In
Dec., 2017, Japan Airlines invested $10 million in the company and
signed options to purchased 20 aircraft. The XB–1 will fly faster
than its rivals—and the Concorde—at Mach 2.2. The carbocomposite airframe allows for a curvier shape than conventional
aluminum, markedly reducing sonic boom. The aircraft is expected to be much quieter than the Concorde but it wil still be limited to transoceanic flights such as Los Angeles to Sidney—in just 7
hours.
The Spike S-512. Top speed: Mach 1.8, Maximum capacity:
18. Anticipated delivery 2023. A private jet with a range of 6,200
miles nonstop. An anticipated New York-to-London flight time of
3 hours. The body of the plane eliminates windows entirely to
minimize drag.
The Aerion AS2. Top speed: Mach 1.4 Maximum capacity: 12.
Anticipates delivery 2025. The AS2 is aimed at the privte-jet market, and Aerion’s first customer is the fractional –ownership firmFlexjet, which placed an order for 20 of the planes. Aerion is the
first supersonic startup to secure the backing of G.E. and the AS2
will feature an existing GE core engine, which also powers Boeing
and Airbus planes. It is fast.
(Information for above was taken from Mark Ellwood & Tim McDonegh’s article which
appeared in the WSJ’s magazine, “The Future of Everything” May 2018.)

*******************************************************

NUMBER OF PILOTS DECLINING
As of the end of 2015, in the US, there were an estimated 590,039
active certified pilots. This number has been declining gradually over
the past several decades, down from a high of over 827,000 in 1980, a
net loss of 236,961. The statistics follow:
Student pilots today 120,546 (128,663 in 1990).
Recreational pilots today 220 (340 in 2000).
Sport pilots today 5,157 (did not exist until 2005).
Private pilots today 174,883 (299,111 in 1990)
Commercial pilots today 104,322 (149,666 in 1990).
Airline transport pilots 152,933 today (107,732 in 1990).
Glider –only pilots today 19,927 (9,567 in 1990).
Rotorcraft (helicopter) only pilots today 15,511 (9,387 in 2000.)
Male pilots the end of 2014, 554,177
Female pilots the end of 2014, 39,322
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NEWSENSE…
Tantalizing News
Originated by Gossip’s Founding Father,
Columnist Walter Winchell
************************

EDITOR’S NOTE: Walter Winchell
began broadcasting in 1933 to an audience of 25 million people. The Winchell
style was unmistakable. He talked rapidly at 197 words per minute...the voice
was high-pitched and not pleasant to
the ear, but it was distinctive. The staccato quality made every item compelling. He claimed he talked so fast because if he talked more slowly people
Walter
Winchell
would find out what he was saying...he
began his radio program with a series of dots and dashes operating
the key himself. Telegraphers throughout the country complained
that what Winchell tapped out made no sense. He realized he hadn’t
the faintest knowledge of Morse code but he refused to have an experienced telegrapher provide the sound effects for him. He wrote
like a man honking in a traffic jam.
********************************************************************************

Coca-Cola serves its first alcoholic drink….A fizzy lemon-flavored
alcoholic drink that went on sale in Kyushu, Japan in May marked Coca
-Cola Co.'s first fling at selling alcohol in its 132 year history dating
back to 1886. Coke has previously used Japan to test drinks for wider
rollout, and the start on Kyushu, with a population of 13 million, could
give it insight to apply in other coutnries. Not in USA yet.
Why is 40% alcohol called 80 proof? Alcohol content was measured by a hydrometer in the 18th Century. Someone figured out that
gunpowder would ignite in an alcoholic liquid only if enough water was
eliminated from the mix. When the proportion of alcohol to water was
high enough that black gunpowder would explode—there was PROOF
of the alcohol. The U.S. proof is simply double the alcohol percentage
value at 60 degrees F. The French have done ways with the “proof”
and list wine as percentage of alcohol. The Brit’s proof is the equivalent
of 114.2 U.S. Proof.
The first “dirigible” of the U.S. Navy was the DN-1 (A1) which
was acquired under contract on 1 June 1915. As originally built with
two engines it was too heavy to leave the ground. After redesign, with
only one engine, it made its first of three flights in April 1917 at
Pensacola, Fl. It was subsequently damged and not repaired.
Criteria for Flordia Aviation Hall of Fame candidates: A
“Selection Committee” of 7-11 high-time pilots shall choose the candidates who are individuals recognized for superior performance in aviation or space. These individual must have made a superior contribution
in the technical or practical development of aeronautics. Retired military personnel recognized for unique & superior flight achievements in
combat or non-combat flight operations are considered. The individual
does not have to have made his contribution in Florida nor must he be a
Florida resident. The Selection Committee, however will give priority
to those who live, lived, or performed here. Those candidates not selected for enshrinement will be held over for the next year’s consideration.
True story: An airline pilot was sent to Mayo for his annual physical exam. When he walked into the examining room he was met by a
pleasant young female attractive physician. ”Take down your pants,”
she said. The amorous pilot responded, “Wait a minute, don’t you think
we should have a drink first?” The doctor promptly left the room and
put the pilot on report.
Flying cadets of WW II...In 1939, pre-war, there were 23,455 men in the
Army Air Corps. Four years later, in 1943, there were 2.2 million. By war’s end
there were 23 Army Air Force Medal of Honor winners, awarded for heroism
beyond the call of duty.

Is a “BIG WIG” a “BIG SHOT?” Yes and no...in the old days,
men and women took baths only twice a year in May & October. Women kept their hair covered while men shaved their heads (because of lice
and bugs) and wore wigs. Wealthy men could afford good wigs made
from wool. They couldn’t wash the wigs, so to clean them they would
carve out a loaf of bread, put the wig in the shell and bake it for 30
minutes. The heat would make the wig big and fluffy, hence the term,,
“big wig.” Today, we often use the term because someone appears to be
or is powerful and wealthy.
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NEW MEMBERS* & RENEWALS

Foley, Michael
Falcone, Albert

Kudos from: Bill Hannan, Poulsbo, WA.
From: Neil Cosentino, Tampa, FL. To all Florida Airport Owners
and Managers and others in the Florida aviation communities. I am assisting the FAHS in conducting a survey of past and present Florida airport
aeroclubs/flying clubs. The results, we hope, will be published in our NL
“Happy Landings” We ask that you forward the names of the clubs and
the contacts for interviews to: NPNBUSA@gmail.com or call
813 784 4669 C/T.
From: Bill Hannan, Pouisbo, WA.. “It amazes me how Happy
Landings continues to compile so many diverse topics including “cliffhangers,” always keeping them educational and often entertaining!”
From: Rolland Freeman, Longboat Key, FL.. My son Mark Freeman
left a copy of issue No. 226 on a visit and I enjoyed it so much that I am
joining up! I cannot imagine how Happy Landings existed all those years
without my knowledge. I learned to fly at Jamestown, N.Y. some 75
years ago and here I am about 11,000 flying hours later ….I enjoyed Issue
No. 226 and would like to become a member. I am also a former Marine
but most of my military flying was via the Air Force. I did continue flying in light aircraft after my 1970 military retirement (Lt. Col.) and I continued flying until 2008...thanks and best wishes.” (Appreciate such a
fine letter, Doc. B.).
***********************************************************
Love that boy! A little boy was doing his math homework. He said to himself, “Two plus five, that son of a bitch is seven. Three plus six, that son of a bitch
is nine…” His mother heard what he was saying and gasped, “What are you doing?” The little boy answered, “I’m doing my math homework, Mom,.” “And is
this how your teacher taught you to do it?” the mother asked. “Yes,” he answered,
The infuriated, mother asked the teacher the next day, “What are you teaching my
son in math?” The teacher replied, “Right now we are learning addition.” The
mother asked, “And are you teaching them to say two plus two, that son of a bitch
is four?’ After the teacher stopped laughing, she answered, “What I taught them
was, two plus two, THE SUM OF WHICH is four.”

***********************************************************

HOW MANY ATOMIC BOMBS IN THE WORLD
According to latest statistics, the following: Russia has between 1,400-4,300; the U.S. has between 1,350-4,000 (plus 15,000
other nuclear weapons); France has about 300; China has about
270; India and Pakistan, between 120-130; the U.K. about 120;
North Korea, 10-20; Israel (has not detonated any known nuclear
explosions but is suspected to own between 75-400 nuclear explosives.)
Belarus, Kazakhstan and the Ukraine had nuclear weapons but
sent them back to Russia after the fall of the Soviet Union. Union
of South Africa dismantled its nuclear arsenal as did Libya.
There are estimated about 20,500 nuclear warheads in the
world today, enough to destroy all civilization.
A 1-Megaton bomb is estimated to destroy 100 square miles
whereas a 20-megaton bomb is estimated to destroy 2,500 square
miles.
The largest bomb is Russia’s 220-megaton “Tsar’s Bomb.”
***********************************************************

Freeman, (Lt. Col.) Roland
Others pending
LOST MEMBERS, UNABLE TO DELIVER
Not available
NEW ADDRESS
Not available
GONE WEST
None reported
GIFTS TO THE SOCIETY
Joe Baron, Clearwater, FL.
BENEFACTOR SOCIETY MEMBERS FOR 2017 (donations of $100+)
Baron, Joseph*
Clearwater, FL
Hoffman, Barbara Tarpon Spgs. F
Ettinger, Emily
Encino, CA
Gorman, James Mansfield, Ohio
(*Multiple )
*******************************************
NOTICE: We have had a change in command at the Treasurer’s
post. If you paid your dues and are not listed above please
drop us a line at:
FAHS, AWAPS, Albert Whitted Airport , 451 8th Ave., SE,
St. Petersburg, FL. 33701
****************************************************************************************
TEST FOR BAD BREATH:
Simply lick the back of youir hand three times , let dry, then
sniff. If it smells bad, you do have bad breath.
************************************************************************

RUMBLINGS OF AN APPROACHING WAR
By Bob Turner, former Asst. Mgr. Tampa Times

Tampa, Fl. , March 1938…”I had never heard the sound of an approaching plane that was anything like this!” By 1937, in Tampa Heights,
you could hear an Eastern DC-3 about suppertime, heading south over the
Hillsborough River to Peters O. Knight Airport. Back then, at night in the
summertime, with no air-conditioning and all the windows open, you could
hear a twin-engine Lockheed taking off even though it was miles away. But
in the early afternoon of a sunny mid-March day in 1938, there came a
strange throbbing rumbling drone from the sky over Tampa that signaled
something extraordinary was taking place.
I ran out and saw, flying low in tight formation, six large aircraft, the
biggest I’d ever seen. I yelled to my mother to come and see this fantastic
sight. “They’re B-17 Flying Fortresses,” I explained. “It’s America’s largest bomber!” As a boy of 10, I had read about them but I was amazed to see
them actually flying over our neighborhood. The pulsating rhythm that
seemed to shake the ground came from the combined horsepower of the 850
hp radials of the four–engine Boeings. These B-17s heralded the arrival of a
large number of smaller military aircraft that would fly into Peter O. Knight
and remain on display for a week or so.
Possibly because of their great size, the B-17s stayed at the old Drew
Field (now Tampa International), little more than a grassy expanse and an
asphalt runway, with a modest hangar, some ancillary sheds and a beacon.
The star of the show was the Seversky P-35 fighter. Kids could climb on
the wings and examine the cockpit. This was the precursor to the Republic
P-47 “Thunderbolt.” There were Being P-26As open-cockpit “Pea Shooters,” a classy but obsolescent little ship that, would be no match against the
Japanese at Pearl Harbor. Other planes were the Douglas B-18, akin to the
commercial DC-3. There even was a Thomas Morse biplane fighter of
World War I.
One day, my father drove us to Drew Field , where the B-17s were lined
up wingtip to wingtip. We were allowed to walk around the planes, touch
the metal skin and peer into the gun-emplacement ”blisters” on each side of
the fuselage. Word had gotten out that one of the B-17s would make the
short hop across town from Drew to Peter O. Knight, and a huge throng
turned out to greet it there. The arrival of the giant plane probably was the
unofficial highlight of the entire event.
The Peter O. Knight Field fly-in was part of a scouting mission to assess possible locations for a projected “Southeast Airbase” (today’s MacDill AFB). The planes had come from Langley Field, Virginia, Selfridge
Field, Michigan, March Field, California and Barksdale Field, Louisiana.
War clouds were gathering in Europe and the Far East and as the nation
edged out of the Depression, realization of the need for an armaments
buildup wasn’t far in the future.

THE JOCK (airborne) & KIWI (ground-locked)
SHORT-SNORTER PAGE.
Discovered unread reader, required to buy one round of
drinks for fellow members...JOCK jokes inverted.
The visitor turned to the hostess and said, “My this is a fancy
vase on your mantel. What’s in it? “My husband’s ashes,” she replies. “Oh, I’m sorry, how long has he been dead?” “Oh, he’s not
dead, he’s just too lazy to find an ashtray.”

The blue pill...A woman asks her husband if he’d like some
breakfast. “Would you like bacon and eggs, perhaps? A slice
of toast and maybe some coffee?” He declines. “It’s this Viagra, it really has taken the edge off my appetite.” At
lunchtime, she asks, if he would like something. “A bowl of
homemade soup and cheese sandwich?” she inquires. He declines. “Still not hungry,” he says, “The Viagra really trashes
my desire for food.” Come dinnertime, she asks him if he
wants anything to eat. “Naw, still not hungry.” “Well.” she
says, “would you mind letting me up? I’m starving!”
Doctor: “Ma’am, are you sexually active? Woman: “Well,
sometimes I am...and sometimes I just lie there.
What do you call an uncircumcised Jewish baby? A girl.

*********************************************************
In Bolivia, a war correspondent saw a native riding on a donkey.
30 feet behind him there trod a burdened woman who was struggling .
The reporter was angered, and stated, “You no-good, why do you ride
and let the lady walk?” The Bolivian replied, “Well, she is my wife
and that is the custom down here.” Three years later, the correspondent appeared on the scene. A new war was on. He ran across the same
husband riding on a donkey with his wife carrying a heavy load.—but
this time she was walking in front of him. The reported was outraged
and said to the husband, Still the same, you ride and she walks...why is
she walking in front of you not behind you?” Answered the husband,
“Land mines.”
*********************************************************
Well we lost another great doctor to yet another stupid sex lawsuit.
He spend all those years learning and studying to be a good doctor and
one lousy incident with a patient and bang he is out of practice! He
made the mistake of sleeping with just one of his patients. I just do not
understand. He was a brilliant veterinarian!
************************************
Three Frenchmen were practicing their English. The conversation
came around to a friend who was unhappy because his wife was childless. “She is unbearable,” Said one Frenchman. “No, that is the wrong
word, “ the second replied, “She is inconceivable.” “No, no, you are
both wrong,” said the third, “What you mean is she is impregnable.”
*******************
The Great Francois was entered in the annual three-mile swimming race
down the Seine. An overwhelming favorite to win, he looked like a sure thing
for the first ten minutes, as he splashed far ahead of his nearest competitor. But
then Francois spotted his girlfriend Josephine. She was throwing kisses to him
from the bank. Suddenly, Francois fell behind. He seemed immobilized. His
friend, Jacques, who had been following him along the shore, yelled frantically
to him, “Francois, why do you not move!” You are losing the race! Move!
Swim! Move!. “Ah!” yelled back Francois, “It is that lovely creature Josephine! I took one look at her and I got so excited, it is stuck in the mud!”
“Oh!” yelled back Jacques, “Then turn over and float!” “Not so easy!” replied
Francoise, “I won’t be able to pass the bridge ahead!”

“FIXATION,” remarked Dr. Zeekel, a noted psychiatrist, “can be
compared to the case of the Montreal drunk who kept muttering, “It
can’t be done! It can’t be done! It can’t be done! As he stood looking up at a big electric sign that read, “Drink Canada Dry.”
**************************************************************************
Kidnappers grabbed an Italian lad and two days later sent him home with the
ransom note. Then the parents sent the kid back with the money.
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FAHS LEADERSHIP TEAM, 2018

*********************
President:……………………………………….Mary Fletcher
Vice President……………………………….…..Ron Streicher
Treasurer…………………………………...Barbara Strachan
Secretary…………………………………….…Clive Newcomb
News Editor………………………………..Dr. Warren Brown

DIRECTORS
Capt. Bill Barnes, 727 938 9690 billbarnes04007@yahoo.com
(Benoist Models & Photographer, Retired Airline Captain)
Dr. Warren Brown, 727 595 2773
warren.brown1924@gmail.com
(Historian, News Editor, F, PP, (Retired Flight surgeon)
Bill Buston,
727 409 5426
billwb47@gmail.com
(VPE, EAA, Young Eagles)
Mary Fletcher, 727 781 5949,
mfletch3@tampabay.rr.com
Brochure/Graphics Design, Laison, “99ers”)
Terri Griner, 727 409 6474, tgriner@tampabay.rr.com
Historian, FAHOF Laison
Clive Newcomb
727 804 1614,
cnukem@outlook.com Secretary FAHS
Joe Rubin, 727 821 7260 Home
w4cbJ@arrl.ne
(Ex Mayor, Aviation Research)
Ron Streicher, 727 445 9756
a51mustang@aol.com
(EAA Chapter 282 Liaison, Young Eagles)
Barbara Strachan, sbarscan@gmail.com; 2501 Ulmerton Rd.,
Lot 241, Largo, FL. 33774, 727 424 9011
Anita Schelblein., (Marketing Assistant)
Lewis D. Wilgus mglw20@msn.com Research

ADVISERS TO THE BOARD
Bill Akins, Warbird Recover Team.
J. Paul Finley, 727 391 5908.….....F, PP, President Emeritus
Al Hollonquist………………………………..….Aviation Historian
Gerry Martas…………………………………......Military & Airlines
Capt. Ed Slattery, 727 581 7484..airline advisor, ex USAir Capt.
Neil Cosentino……….Aerospace Coordinator
Nicole Stott…….NASA Astronaut-Mission Specialist
Orford, Eric……………..Technical Consultant, orford90@gmail.com
Rui Farius, rui@spmoh.org……….Flight Safety
Robert “Bob” Widner……..Warbird Recovery/Florida Airfields
727 286 0887, bwidner1@outlook.com
Sierra LePour……………………………...Outreach
sierralynn093@gmail.com
Dennis Cole….C.O. FAHS “Ghost Squadron.”813 390 4062,
user776289@aol.com
F—Founding Member PP—Past President.
MEMBERS OF THE THULE, GREENLAND CLUB
(Qualifications for membership: Having set foot in Thule.)

Hi Price, Bradenton, FL. C.P. 931st Sqd. L-20, C-47, C-54 (1964-65)*
Warren Brown, Largo, FL. (Operation BlueJay, 1951).
Walt Houghton , Melbourne, Florida (1960).
Charley Liller, Riveriew, FL. (1957).
(* Gone West)
Bess (Balchen) Urbahn, Maine (1952).
Cdr.Leo Murphy, Gulf Breeze, F. (1981 ?)
Bob Gates, Ft. Walton, FL. (1956)
Bob Koch, Bellaire, FL., (1951-52), VP-23 Navy*
Borchik, Jr. Albert S., Shalimar, FL., (1953-54), Thule, Ice Island.*
Bornhoeft, Jack H., Mt. Prospect, IL (1945-1951)
***************************************************************************

The man gets out of the car, walks all the way out to the farmer and
asks him, “Ah, excuse me mister but what are you doing? The farmer
replied, “I’m trying to win a Nobel Prize.” “How?” asks the man,
puzzled. “Well I heard they give the Nobel Prize to people who are
out standing in their field.”
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Fokker F-10A

THE AIRLINE CRASH THAT KILLED KNUTE ROCKNE
The airline crash that killed Notre Dame’s football coach and seven others
near Bazaar, Kansas, on March 31, 1931, was the most sensational air accident that the newly formed Aeronautical Branch dealt with in its brief history.
Rockne, the Notre Dame football coach who introduced the forward pass,
was a legendary sports figure and the news of his death was emblazoned
across the front pages of every major newspaper in the country. This was not
an accident that the relatively new government Aeronautical Branch could
treat as just one more statistic.
Rockne was flying in a trimotored Fokker F-10A operated by TWA. By
the standards of that day the F-10 had a good safety record. The aircraft,
designed by Anthony Fokker, a Dutch-born aircraft manufacturer who had
worked for the German s during the First World War and eventually immigrated to the U.S., was a high-wing monoplane constructed of a composite of
materials. The fuselage was built of welded steel tubes and covered with
fabric; the wings were of an all-wood cantilever design with a load-bearing
plywood skin. Features of Fokker’s design had been borrowed by other manufacturers. The trend by the late 1920’s, however, was clearly away from
Fokker’s composite construction to an all-metal structure.
The craft had been flying in turbulent weather. Eyewitnesses on the
ground, hearing the sputter of engines, turned up to see the aircraft appear out
of a cloud bank and rip off a wing before crashing. Investigators rushed to
the scene. Their initial conclusion, after talking to eyewitnesses, was that the
pilot put undue stress on the aircraft’s wings by pulling out of a dive too precipitously. The tentative finding was pilot error. But when the investigators
discovered ice near the wreckage and an engine with a missing propeller,
they changed their minds. They concluded that a piece of ice had worked
loose from the aircraft’s hub and struck and broke a propeller blade. This
caused severe vibration, putting a load in excess of 100,000 pounds on the
engine and mount. The load had snapped the wing. On April 2, only two
days after the crash, the Aeronautics Branch reversed its policy of silence
and issued a statement presenting this broken-prop theory as the probable
cause of the accident.
Five days later this theory was discarded. Excavations at the accident
site turned up the missing propeller in one piece, despite the fact that it had
been driven deep into the ground by the force of the engine. Embarrassed,
the Department came forth with a new explanation. Ice had collected on
the aircraft and “rendered inoperative certain of its instruments.” This caused
the aircraft to go into a steep glide. “The result seems to indicate,” the Department declared in a public statement.
The desire of the investigators to clear up the mystery of this accident as
soon as possible and thereby get the story off the front pages is understandable. But the headlong rush to announce half-baked conclusions is puzzling;
in light of what Aeronautical officials knew about the Fokker F-10A, it is
inexplicable. As early as December 1930, an inspector for National Parks
Airways, Dillard Hamilton wrote Clarence Young, the Director of Air Regulations, expressing some concerns he was having about the F-10A. His chief
worry was the Fokker’s wings. “The plywood covering checks in very good
but I always worry about the spars and internal bracing. This is covered up
where one cannot check,” Hamilton wrote. He then proceeded to tell of a
recent visit by a “Fokker factory man.” The factory representative had advised the operator to adjust the airplane's ailerons an inch above the trailing
edge of the wing “to relieve tail heaviness.” With this rigging, Hamilton
argued, “the ship goes into a bank easy”; but bringing it back out of a turn
required over-control: “I am afraid someone will get into trouble in bad
weather with controls so slow.”
The inspector was puzzled by the factory recommendation since he didn't
believe it would correct tail heaviness; he advised that the ailerons be rigged

in the usual manner. As to the
wings, he thought Hamilton did
Knute
not have to worry about their
Rockne
internal structure as long as the
plywood skin stayed glued to the
spars. If the internal joints tore
lose “the wing would probably
deflect badly enough to tear the
covering loose.”
A month later, Hamilton's
concern about the aircraft’s rigging was reinforced by the Navy.
The airplane had been tested,
found unstable, and ultimately
rejected for naval use. The Aeronautics Branch decided to take a
closer look at the F-10A, particularly inside its wings, where no maintenance could be performed without ripping off the plywood skin. By the
eve of the Rockne crash, the Branch felt it had found enough evidence
to justify grounding the aircraft immediately. “We missed the boat by
one day,” Clarence Young recalled, which makes the department speculations about
ice, broken props, and weather even more inexplicable.”
Missing the boat by one day, Clarence Young waited five weeks—until
May 4—before taking the aircraft out of passenger service. The ban,
which covered all F-10’s and F-10A’s built in 1929, was not total; the
aircraft could still be used in mail carriage provided pilots wore parachutes'. 35 aircraft were affected, 15 belonging to American Airways, 10
to Pan Am, 7 to TAT and 3 to United. Nothing like it had ever hit the
American aviation industry before!.
Immediately after announcing the ban, Clarence Young called in representatives of the affected airlines to explain his decision. Neither Fokker
nor anyone from General Motors, which had controlling interest in the
Fokker Corporation, was invited. Fokker stormed into Washington and
demanded admittance to the meeting. Turned away, he ranted and raged
and generally made a nuisance of himself, upbraiding every Commerce
official in sight. Young tried to let Fokker down easy. Precisely why the
aircraft was grounded was not revealed publically. The official announcement merely stated that inspection and maintenance would be performed
on the aircraft and that structural problems had played no part in imposing
the restriction. This implied that TAT had improperly maintained its F10s, and that the Government wanted to insure that other operators did not
make the same mistake. “The U.S. will not see Fokker airplanes blown
from the sky merely by the error of maintenance of one operator,” Fokker
fumed after finally getting access to Young.
But maintenance, though a contributing factor, was far from being at the
root of the problem. When Federal inspectors peeled the skin off the aircraft’s wings, they found that moisture, accumulating in the interior of the
wings, had “caused deterioration of the glue, materially decreasing the
strength of the wing, since this type of construction is to a great extent
dependent on glue.” With evidence that the spruce and birch spars were
coming unstuck, Young had no choice but to order the inspection of the
internal wing trussing on all 35 Fokkers. He further ordered the installation of a counterbalance weight on the ailerons.
In late June, 20 of the banned aircraft were cleared to return to passenger service; five others were reinstated later. Some never returned. The
periodic inspection ordered by the Government was a difficult and costly
procedure. More importantly, confidence in Fokker’s wood-and-glue wing
SUBICTAT assemconstruction had been lost,. Talk of dry rot made the rounds,
bled a number its F-10’s stripped them of engines, and set fire to the lot.
Fokker returned to Holland. The “Flying Dutchman,” whose aircraft
had been the envy of his competitors for more than a decade, was eased
out by General Motors. In the summer of 1931, the Fokker Aircraft Corporation was renamed the General Aviation Manufacturing Corporation.
It is noteworthy that criticisms of Young remained at a bare minimum
throughput the spring of 1931, and this despite the fact that the early phase
of the accident investigation had been badly botched. Indeed, Young's
reputation in the industry remained solid throughout the rest of his tenure.
Clarence Young had demonstrated that there were ways of fostering civil
aviation other then ballyhooing its merits or throwing a cloak of secrecy
over its deficiencies.
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HEDY LAMARR: MOVIE STAR, INVENTOR OF WIFI
Hedy Lamarr, (1914-2000) the sultry, sexy screen star of the 1930s
and 1940s, who was once called the “most beautiful woman in America,” was more than just a movie star.
Born Hedwig Kiesler in Austria, Lamarr came to the US in 1937 after
being signed by MGM. Among her most successful films was the 1949
“Samson and Delilah,” directed by Cecil B. DeMille.
In her 1992 book, “Feminine Ingenuity,” she describes how she
came up with the idea of a radio signaling device for radio-controlled
torpedoes that would minimize the danger of detection or jamming
by
Harry Cooper
randomly shifting the frequency. She and composer George Antheil
developed the concept and received a patent for it in 1942.
The concept never saw fruitation during WW II, but when the patent
expired, Sylvania developed the idea for use in satellites. “Spread
Spectrum” as it is called, also has found applications in wireless telephones, military radio, wireless computer lines, amateur radio and now
Wi-Fi.
“I read the patent,” Franklin Antonio, chief technical officer of the
cellular phone maker Qualcomm Inc., said in 1997, “You don’t usually
think of movie stars having brains, but she sure did.”
So what got a writer interested in a half-forgotten celebrity? Quite
simply, Hedy’s other side—the intellectual side—and had it turned out, it
might have been the blueprint for success far beyond Hollywood.
To the untrained eye the drawing is just a maze of wires and switches.
It was Hedy’s idea for a secret communications system specifically one
that could guide a torpedo using a technology called “frequency hopping” so that signals couldn't be intercepted.
Her life reads like a Hollywood script. The glamorous movie star by
day was by night the lonely immigrant channeling an inner Thomas Edison.
“She set aside one room in her home, had a drafting table installed,
had a whole wall in the room full of engineering reference books.” That
was where she invented.
According to her son, Anthony Loder—the product of the third of
Hedy’s six marriages—says his mother’s tinkering may have been an
escape. “She wanted to stop all the Hollywood stuff which she didn’t
really enjoy,” he said.
It was 1940 and German U-boats were wreaking havoc in the Atlantic
torpedoing ships something Hedy knew a little about.
Born Hedwig Kiesler to Jewish parents in Austria, Hedy had married
a wealthy arms manufacturer named Frizz Mendl. She spend many an
evening absorbing his musings about top-secret weapons systems. But
with both the war and the Nazis approaching, Hedy decided to flee her
homeland and her marriage and booked passage to Hollywood aboard the
Normandie, a ship she knew was carrying a very famous passenger, movie mogul Louis B. Meyer. She was already a name in the industry, as
Hedy had become infamous for her racy performance in the foreign film
“Ecstasy.” Not only was she nude, but a close-up of Hedy’s face “in the
precise moment of rapture” was considered nothing short of pornogra-

phy. But Louis Meyer liked what he saw. By the end of the voyage,
she had arranged with him a contract of $600 a week, which would be
$3,000 today, with the proviso that she learn English which she did
quickly.
Her career took off. But the war in Europe was never far from her
mind. And a chance dinner party with a Hollywood composer named
George Antheil changed everything. Like her, Antheil tinkered with
ideas. He was famous for composing an avant-garde symphony using
unconventional instruments, not the least of which were more than a
dozen player pianos, all synchronized. And that gave the two of them,
an idea: If pianos could be synchronized to hop from one note to another, why couldn’t radio signals—steering a torpedo—hop as well? Their
inventive partnership was formed..
Hedy’s idea was if you could make both the transmitter and the receiver simultaneously jump from frequency to frequency, then someone
trying to jam the signal wouldn't know where the signal was. The thinking at the time by all the experts was it was a viable idea. But when the
Navy looked at the invention, they said, “What do you want to put a
player piano in a torpedo? That won't work!” So they threw it on the
back shelf. The Navy’s response really was, “You should go raise money for the war. That's what you should be doing instead of this silly
inventing. “
In 1962, at the time of the Cuban missile crisis, an updated version of
Hedy’s design at last appeared on Navy ships. Lamarr and Antheil’s
work with spread spectrum technology contributed to the development
of Bluetooth and Wi-Fi.
In 1997, they received the Electronic Frontier Foundation Pioneer
Award and in 2014, Lamarr and Antheil were posthumously inducted
into the National Inventors Hall of Fame.
*********************************************************

U.S. PLANES ATTACK MIAMI BEACH SEWER LINE
Miami Springs, FL. 1942….A submarine patrol boat off the shore of
Miami Beach spotted an oil slick about a mile and a quarter off 74th
Street. The Captain headed for the slick and called the Navy for help.
He then dumped his load of depth charges as three Catalina flying boats
converged on the area. Great geysers of water erupted as the three
planes dropped their bombs. The slick grew heavier.
An hour later, Andrew Kelpsh, of the Miami Beach sewer system
was called to come down and see what was going wrong with the sewers. After examining the 7,000 foot sewage disposal line that carried the
wastes out safely past the bathing beaches, he ordered divers to inspect
the line. Seams were reported strained but intact. The sand however
had been excavated for 100 feet around the sewer outlet.
*********************************************************
FLORIDA AVIATION HALL OF FAME
Located at the Florida Air Museum at Sun ’n Fun, Lakeland, FL.
Douglas Baker, Test pilot (2003); George “Ted” Baker, founder of National Airlines (2004); Thomas W. Benoist, Pioneer aircraft builder (2011); Jacqueline
Cochran, pioneer aviatrix (2003); Leroy Brown, native pioneer Floridian cropduster, airline pilot and leader in the U.S. Airline Industry Museum project (2009);
Dr. Warren J. Brown, flight surgeon & aviation journalist (2017); Glenn Curtiss,
pioneer pilot, inventor and founder of three Florida cities (2006); Jimmy Doolittle,
pioneer pilot and war hero (2007); Amelia Earhart, pioneer aviatrix lost on roundthe-world flight in 1937 (2003); Percival Fansler, founder of the World’s First Airline
(2003); Chalmers H. Goodlin, fighter pilot WW 2 and test pilot (2005); George
Haldeman, test pilot and holder of numerous records (2006); Ed Hoffman Sr.,
pioneer pilot & founder FAHS; Howard Hughes, pioneer pilot and movie producer
(2007); Jack Hunt, Navy blimp record holder & founding president Embry Riddle
University (2011); Antony H. Jannus, pilot of the 1st Airline (2003); Colin Kelly,
1st U.S. WW II air hero (2011); Joseph W. Kittinger, Jr., balloonist and test pilot
(2003); William Krusen, pioneer Florida airman (2011); Col. & Mrs. Charles A.
Lindbergh, pioneer pilots (2004) Lewis Maytag, CEO of National Airlines (2007);
David McCampbell, USN pilot, Medal of Honor winner...with 34 victories over the
Japanese (2010); A. B. McMullen, builder of many Florida’s airports (2004); Zack
Mosley, creator of “Smilin Jack.” comic strip & pioneer airman (2008); Charles E.
Richbourg, Navy test pilot (2008); Edward Vernon Rickenbacker, CEO of Eastern Air Lines & WW1 flying ace (2003); John Paul Riddle, founder of Embry Riddle
University (2005); Lawrence Sperry, Inventor of the auto-pilot, turn & bank indicator and artificial horizon (2001); Nicole Stott, Astronauts (2011); Paul W. Tibbets,
Jr., pilot of the B-29 which dropped the Hiroshima atomic bomb (2005); Juan Terry
Trippe, founder of Pan American World Airways (2003); Kermit Weeks, curator of
“Fantasy of Flight” air museum (2008); Robert M. White, fighter pilot WW2 and test
pilot (2006);
Phillip Waldman, ferry pilot (2016); Robert M. White, fighter pilot WW2 and test
pilot (2006).
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NASA TO SEND HELICOPTER TO MARS

GREETINGS FROM OUR FAHS PRESIDENT
Mary Fletcher

In what is being called a “high-risk, high-reward” mission, NASA
officials announced plans to send a helicopter to Mars in 2020.
On May 11, NASA announced plans to attach a small autonomous
helicopter to a belly pan aboard the upcoming Mars 2020 Rover mission, currently scheduled to depart in July 2020.
The vehicle features built-in capabilities needed to operate on Mars,
including solar cells that charge its lithium ion batteries and a heating
mechanism that keeps it warm through the cold nights on Mars.
NASA will need to find a suitable location to deploy the helicopter
down from the vehicle and place it on the ground. Once the batteries are
charged and a variety of tests are performed, controllers on Earth will
command the helicopter to take its first autonomous flight.
“We don’t have a pilot and Earth will be serval light minutes away,
so there is no way to joystick this mission in real time,” Mimi Aung,
Mars Helicopter project manger at JPL, said in a statement, “Instead, we
have an autonomous capability that will be able to receive and interpret
commands from the ground, and then fly the mission on its own.”
The full 30-day flight test campaign will include up to 5 flights of
incrementally further flight distances up to a few hundred meters, and
durations as long as 90 seconds. On it s first flight the helicopter will
make a short vertical climb to 10 feet, where it will hover for about 30
seconds. The rover then will be driven away from the helicopter to a
safe distance from which it will relay commands The craft weighs less
than four pounds.
The aircrafts fuselage is only about the size of a softball and it also
includes twin, counter-rotating blades that can slice through the thin Martian atmosphere at nearly 3,000 revolution per minute, almost 10 times
the rate of helicopter blades on Earth.
Flying a helicopter on Mars will be challenging and there is no guarantee of success, said scientists
“The altitude record for a helicopter flying on Earth is about 40,000’,”
Akung said. “The atmosphere of Mars is only 1% that of Earth, so when
our helicopter is on the Martian surface, it’s already at the Earth equivalents of 100,000’ up.
“To make it fly at that low atmospheric density, we had to scrutinize
everything, make it as light as possible while being as strong and as powerful as it can possibly be,” she added.
Mars 2020 will launch of a United Launch Alliance Atlas V rocket
from Space Launch Complex 41 at Cape Canaveral and is expected to
reach Mars in February 2021.
The rover will conduct geological assessments of its landing site on
Mars, determine the habitability of the environment, search for signs of
ancient Martian life, and assess natural resources and hazards for future
human explorers.
Scientist will use the instruments aboard the rover to identify and collect samples of rock and soil, encase them in sealed tubes, and leave them
on the planet’s surface for potential return to Earth on a future Mars mission.
**********************************************************
WORLD WAR I, 100TH ANNIVERSERY STATS:
When war broke out in April 1917, the U.S. had 1,218 aviation personnel, 250
planes and 5 balloons. When war ended on Nov. 11, 1918, the U.S. had 195,023
aviation personnel and had built 7,800 Curtiss Jennies and 3,0000 DeHavilland 4s.
The U.S. produced 12,500 pilots, 104 saw action, 319 killed in training and 212
killed in combat, 200 missing in action, 102 POWs. The U.S. shot down 756
enemy planes and 76 balloons. The U.S. lost 289 planes and 48 balloons. The
Germans & Austrians shot down 5,828 planes, the Allies shot down 11,827 planes.

This is a new column that will appear from time to time to let you
know what FAHS is up to.
First, I’d like to thank you for becoming a member of Florida
Aviation Historical Society. We send out over 450 of these wonderful Happy Landings newsletters that Dr. Warren Brown publishes
every other month. However, a lot of memberships have lapsed and
we have started deleting names from our mailing labels.
If you look at the back of your newsletter, the expiration date is on
you mailing label that tells your membership renewal date. Please
take a minute to renew if you are overdue. We want to keep you as a
member—twenty dollars keeps it coming and there is a membership
renewal sheet on the back page. Mail to FAHS, AWAPS Albert
Whitted Airport 451 8th Ave., SE, St. Petersburg FL. 33701.
Thanks again for your continued support to preserve our aviation
heritage.
On July 14th, the FAHS’s Benoist airboat will be lowered to the
ground for the annual wiping down of the replica that flew in 1984
across Tampa Bay. It now hangs in the St. Petersburg Museum of
History and all members are welcome to help us dust it off. We will
start at 10:20 am.
The St. Petersburg Museum of History is looking for some valid
artifacts for the Flight Gallery. Contact Dr. Brown if you have something of interest that you would like to donate to the museum.

Mary Fletcher,
President, FAHS
****************************************************************
FLORIDA’S AVIATION FIRSTS
First reported transient balloon flight in Florida, Jacksonville,
1878.
First balloon flight launched in Florida...Prof. Burton, Jackson-

ville, FL..1882.
First glider pulled by a car in Florida...Pablo Beach,
Jacksonville, FL., Charles Hamilton, 1906.
First motor-propelled airship...Lincoln Beachey,
Orlando, FL. 1908.
First airplane to fly in Florida...Lincoln Beachey,
Orlando, Fl. 1910.
First night-flight by an aircraft, Lincoln Beachey,
Tampa, March 1911.
First wireless message in the world from air to ground, Palm
Beach, Fl., 1911.
First west-east transcontinental flight...Bob Fowler, 1911.
First flight in Miami...Howard Gill, 1911.
First flight in St. Petersburg, Leonard Bonney, Feb. 1912.
First airport in Florida...Curtiss Field, Miami, 1912.
First Floridian to become a pilot...Carl Kuhl, Orlando, 1913.
First Naval Air Station...Pensacola, FL., Jan. 1, 1914.
First woman to pilot a plane in Florida...Ruth Law.
First Florida Naval pilot...Lt. Cmd. W. Corry, Jr.
First commercial scheduled airline in the world...The St. Petersburg-Tampa Airboat Line, January-March, 1914.
First service school of aerial photography...Pensacola, 1915.
First Florida Army pilot...George Lovell, Jr., 191i6.
First International Airlines in the world...Chalk Airways, Miami & Aeromarine Airways, Key West, 1919.
First flight of a guided air missile, Arcadia, FL., 1918.
First aerial dusting in Florida...1921.
First daily air passenger service in the U.S. operated over a
Federal airmail route, Florida Airways, 1926.
First home of Pan American World Airways, Key West. FL
First home of National Airlines, St. Petersburg, FL. 1934.

ROBIN OLDS, Fighter Pilot
BOOK REVUE: Excerpts from Robin’s biography “Robin Olds,
Fighter Pilot,” by Christina Olds, his daughter, and Ed Rasimus,
a friend, (ISBN 978-0-312-56951-8) is a great book and sells for
around $16. For details contact Amazon.com or St. Martin’s
Griffin, 175 5th Ave., N.Y., N.Y., 10010.
*******************************************************************************
****
THE EARLY YEARS
Robin Olds was born at Luke Field Hospital on July 14, 1922
to Army Air Corps Capt. Robert Olds & wife. When he was 4, his
mother died and Robin became an “Army Brat,” contemplating
becoming a fly boy like his Dad. Moving to Virginia he became
the captain of the high school football team at 6’2” 190 lbs. and
tried to join the RAF in 1939 at age 17. His father refused to sign
the papers and he then returned to the Millard Military Prep contemplating an assignment to West Point. Robin was accepted to
the class of 1944 at West Point and during the ensuing years
made All-American as a line-man. With the advent of Pearl Harbor he was sent to the Spartan School of Aviation in Tulsa, OK
for flight training. Basic training ended by Christmas of 1942 &
Robin was back at West Point hoping to graduate early due to
the war, in June 1943. Just before graduation Robin lost his
Dad. With graduation and new 2nd Lt. bars on his collar he is
sent to Chandler, AZ for P-38 fighter training & then on to Muroc
Dry Lake in the Mojave Desert. Further training at Glendale resulted in 1st Lt. bars and a frustrating extensive looking for a
place to send a West Pointer for a flight commander position.
He is finally shipped overseas and arrives in Scotland and is
now newly arrived at Wattisham, England and has finally seen
action on D-Day. Aug. 1, 1944 comes and Robin is still frustrated
with zero victories.
Robin is now on patrol in France when he suddenly sees an opportunity…..resulting in downing his first two kills—Focke-Wulf
190s. Two weeks later. On Aug. 25, 1944, 11 days after Robins
first two victories the fighter group was destined to a sweep in
front of a bomber group. Robin was attempting to aid a fellow
pilot when his plane went into compressibility and started a downward dive….the day ended with Robin scoring three more victories to make him the squadron’s first ace. They were now transitioning from Lightings to Mustang fighters and they have just
accompanied a bomber flight close to Berlin, missing their timed
assigned bomber group and now awaiting the fireworks…
Noticing a camera had been placed in Robin’s wing just prior to
his next bomber escort mission. After a difficult camera bombing run Robin is now hi-tailing it for home…Robin has just finished his R & R and has arrived back in England to begin his
second round of aerial combat.

I settled quickly into my new responsibilities as squadron ops
officer as the days back in the U.S. quickly faded from memory. I
flew as often as I reasonably could over the next week, but we were
grounded for the entire week of January 21 to January 28 by weather. The weathermen said it was the worst winter in Europe in fifty
years, icebox cold, nasty fronts, snow and sleet—wet, damp, freezing stuff. Our only consolation was that the Luftwaffe was grounded too, but that relief was tempered by thoughts of Allied ground
troops freezing their butts off. I gave silent thanks to my father for
inspiring me to be a pilot. Grounded but grateful, we pilots threw a
plethora of parties.
On January 24 a slew of new pilots arrived for the 434th. Four
of them were bomber guys and would take some training, but they
were all good pilots. The 8th Air Force had offered some of their
bravest and best bomber pilots an opportunity to transfer to fighters.
All they had to do was fly and survive not just one, but two full
operational tours in B-17s or B-24s. Once this was completed, they
were granted their wish to become fighter pilots. Although we admired their spirit, we knew you didn’t just step from twodimensional to three-dimensional flying with the greatest of ease.
Bomber pilots were very special in their own right. It took barrels of guts to sit helplessly in those big birds plowing through fields
of flak and persistent vicious fighter attacks. I probably could have,
but no way in hell would I have wanted to. Despite their obvious
expertise and experience flying the bombers, getting these men
checked out in our Mustangs was a really scary deal. They proved
they could take off and land without killing themselves or even
bending the birds, but trying to get them to join up, fly close for-
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Robin, in his proudest moment—being
lifted on his Sqd.’s
shoulders after completing his 100th mission in Vietnam at
age 44.

Col. Robin Olds ...AllAmerican at West
Point, 16 aerial victories in WW II & Vietnam & married to a
Hollywood movie star.

All-American football player at West Point, 16 victories in
WW II & VietnamHe
&destroyed
married to
a Hollywood
movie
30%
of the enemy’s
MIG-star.
17s..”He was the bravest Man I
have ever met!” …..
Ralph Wetterhahn, wingman.

mation, follow the leader in a maneuvering rat race, loop and roll
with confidence, and keep track of many aircraft in a rolling, three
-dimensional mock dogfight was difficult. To get these pilots to
do such things as second nature seemed an impossible task.
There were thousands of young men undergoing pilot and aircrew
training at hundreds of bases in 1943 and 1944. It totally amazed me
that in all that turmoil, and in those vast numbers, the process of selection functioned with commendable success. Somehow or other our
instructor pilots seemed able to perceive a student’s inherent capabilities and then to recommended what type aircraft he should fly after
getting his wings. There is a marked difference between bomber and
fighter pilot attitudes. In training and in combat, you don’t just say,
“I'm going to think this way or react that way.” Your reactions have
to be instinctive based on the situation around you. The selection
process throughout flight training was as much about a man’s attitude
as about his flying skill. Men graduated and went on to fly bombers,
transports, or fighters based on those instructor’s assessments. Yes,
there were always exceptions, but the assessment usually worked.
We had established a phase-in program we called “Clobber College.” This involved a lot of local flying and many hours of ground
school. We wanted to get the new guys comfortable with our procedures and to give them a running start at the demands of actual combat. The extra work for all of us was well worth the effort. That had
been for incoming fighter–trained pilots, however, now we were facing a handful of men who had no fighter background at all, either
physically or mentally. They literally had to start from scratch, and
we had to convince them this was necessary Their attitude going in
was, “Hell, I’m a seasoned combat pilot I know how to fly. Check me
out in the Spam can and point me towards the enemy!”
I’m sorry to say that the conversion didn’t work, at least not in our
case.
A week later, I was flying back from some meeting and happened
to pass over a bomber base near Wattisham that was being “beat up”
by a P-51. I saw the fighter make a low pass down the perimeter track
by the flight control building, then pull up, turn, and dive for another
pass. Buzz jobs on bomber bases were old hat and hardly worth the
effort. Besides, they were frowned on by headquarters. So what was
this bird doing? It suddenly occurred to me that this might be one of
the recently converted bomber boys showing off for his old buddies. I
started to circle as the Mustang pilot pulled up at the perimeter of the
airfield He’s going to roll, I thought, and sure enough, there he went.
Even at a distance I could see the nose way off line as the aircraft
became inverted. The rest was like a slow-motion film. The P-51
stalled and snapped, and the nose went down. The bird spun though
two turns and smashed to earth in front of a crowd of spectators.
There was an explosion, parts flew in all directions, a brief fireball,
and it was over.
The P-51 was from our base. What a waste, the group bar would
be a grim place that night...a bit of lecture was in order.
(Continued next edition.)
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FAHS MEETINGS FOR JULY-AUGUST, 2018
2nd Saturday, July 14th, 10:20 am Annual dusting of
the 1914 Benoist airboat replica at the St. Petersburg Museum
of History on the Pier, all invited.
1st Saturday, August 4. 10:45 am. Monthly meeting of the
FAHS at AWAPs, Albert Whitted Airport, all invited.
Informal Luncheon “Hangar Flying” each Wednesday
noon at the Largo Family Restaurant, 788 N. Missouri Ave.,
Largo, Fl. 33770, Phone: 727 584 7330.
(Our 41st Year.)

Follow your dreams
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YESTERDAY’S FLORIDA AVIATION HISTORY
March 22, 1915, Pensacola, FL...The title “Naval Aviator” replaces
“Navy Air Pilot.”
May 1915, Pensacola, FL…Capt. Henry Mustin is appointed first C.O.
of the Air Station.
July 15, 1915, Pensacola, FL...The Gyroscope developed by Lawrence
Sperry, is approved for an “artificial horizon.” The pendulum type is not
acceptable.
July 22, 1915, Pensacola, FL...13 instruments are to be installed on all
aircraft. They are: Airspeed, incidence, tachometer, skidding & sideslip
indicator,, altimeter, oil and fuel gauges, compass, clock, course and distance indicator, camera, binoculars and sextant.
Aug. 28, 1915, St. Petersburg, FL...The French cruiser “Admiral Aube”
leaves Pensacola on the lookout for German U-boats. “No fewer than a
dozen Allied aeroplanes have been sighted at Punta Gorda, St. Peterbureg,
Tarpon Springs and Tampa.”
Dec. 1915, Pensacola, FL...The Navy has 17 planes in operation.
Jan. 21, 1916, Pensacola, FL...Four radios are received to insall in aircraft.
Feb. 1916, Jacksonville, FL...Carl Kuhl, who had learned to fly at Mineola, N.Y., in 1913, and Charles Baysdorfer build the first successful airplane
built in Florida.
March 29, 1916, Pensacola, FL..Lt. Saufley sets a new altitude record
of 16,072 feet.
July 12, 1916, Pensacola, FL...Lt. Chevalier, flying an AB-3, is successfully catapulted from the USS North Carolina.
Dec. 4, 1916, Jacksonville, FL..Earle Dodge, wealthy clubman, opens a
School of Aviation at Black Point along the St. Johns river. He has 3 planes
and 16 students. During WW I it will be known as Camp Joseph E Johnston, an Army installation. In 1993, it is the home of the Jacksonville Naval
Air Station.
April 6, 1917, USA...The U.S. declares war on Germany. Naval Aviation consists of 48 officers, 239 enlisted men, 54 airplanes, 1 airship, 3
balloons and one air station. During the war, Pensacola will train 921 seaplane pilots, 62 dirigible & 15 free-balloon pilots.

451 8th Ave. S.E., St. Petersburg, FL.., 33701
**************************
VOLUNTARY QUESTIONAIRE: Are you a pilot? Y___N___;
Are you a Veteran? Y___ N___; If yes, which war: WW II___, Korean
War___? Vietnam War?___Cold War?___Iraq Wars?_______;
Flying Hours____________Highest rating or rank?_______________.
What is the Month & Day of your birth?_________Year optional___

FAHS Address: AWAPS, Albert Whitted Airport,
(To receive a membership card, you must include internet address.)

Nine number ZIP Code……………………………..
Internet Address:
Phone:
NAME……………………………………………………………
….
ADRESS………………………………………………………….
.
ENCLOSED FIND________dollars to cover my membership.
Those with Winter-Summer (2) addresses, must notify the
FAHS when they change residencies.
Membership Application Form
*********************
Membership: Individual $20; Gift Subscriptions $10
Contributing Member, $25; Benefactor, $100 and up.
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